
Instructions for the HBT-1000, Hydrostatic Burst Tester. 

THIS EQUIPMENT IS ONLY TO BE USED BY FULLY 
CERTIFIED AND TRAINED PERSONAL. THE USER IS 
FULLY RESPONSIBLE FOR ANY INJURY OR DAMAGE 
RESULTING FROM THE USE OF THIS EQUIPMENT. 

Install water supply to pump (the large lower fitting on the pump). A barbed 
PVC fitting has been included if you wish to use it. Get an aerosol can, fill it 
with water and crimp a male can valve on it. Attach the can to the SO-PT, 
slip-on pressure tester attachment. Hold the SO-PT with one hand with the 
other hand pull back the stem where the hose attaches and turn 1/8. It will 
stay, attach the can to the SO-PT by slipping it under the can curl. Return the 
stem by turning back 1/8. It should now be attached to the can and 
depressing the can valve. The can should be shielded. When bursting some 
water will spray.  

Suggestion: Get a plastic garbage can, cut a small slot in the side of the top 
so you can close & latch the top while the can and hose is placed inside. 
Turn on the water supply. Pump the handle. You will see the gauge starting 
to register pressure. The pressure gauge is supplied with a red maximum 
indicating hand. When the can bursts the maximum indicating hand will tell 
you the exact pressure the can burst at. When testing the next can return the 
maximum indicating hand by turning the brass knob in the middle of the 
gauge counter clockwise until it is back at zero. If you do any testing with 
out filling the can with water you must be careful to shield the can. Water is 
a solid and cannot compress. Air can compress, therefore the burst will be 
more explosive.  

If you do not fully understand these instructions, please call:   
(870) 420-3613 or email us @ info@aerotechlab.com 

Disclaimer: Aero-Tech Laboratory Equipment Company shall not be liable 
for any injury, loss or damage, direct or consequential, arising out of the use 
of this product. Due to the nature of research and development, the user is 
responsible for determining the suitability of the product for it’s intended 
use.  

	


